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Demon Accords number 10. When a hunter is brutally mauled in northern Maine, it's presumed that

a black bear is the killer. But an astute local deputy suspects a more supernatural element. His call

for assistance is answered by the supernatural community sending one of their very best. If it takes

a thief to catch a thief, who do you use to catch a werewolf? But nothing is ever simple in the

preternatural world. There's more here than meets the eye... nose... ear... or fang.
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This one is atrocious! Ridiculous! Before I explain that, let me tell you something about the book and

be aware, I have no intention of telling you about the story line. If you want that, but the book.1. If

you read God Hammer and were interested, or something, about the lead that this would be about

Stacia... mostly, it was but not so much. It is much more than that. Sure, she is one of the central

characters but it isn't just her.2. If you were wondering whether Stacia and Declan would get

together, or not, you won't wonder at the end of the book.3. If the little bit of preview makes you

wonder if this is a departure from standard Demon Accords stuff? Absolutely! But not exactly.So,

about the atrocious and ridiculous comment... It is atrocious/appalling that after this many of the

Demon Accords that the author can write one that I read it a day and a half. It is ridiculous that at

just before midnight of the first day, I realized I had read just 60%+ of the book and said "Good."

Why good? Because I knew I couldn't finish it that night and even then, I kept wanting to get back

up and read some more. Had I not had to work, I would have read it in one day.Seriously? This is

one of the better books in the series since the early books. Somewhere along the middle of the



series it got not predictable, not boring, not tiresome but maybe a little familiar. The two books

before this were sort of turn around books in that respect and this one... WOW.Based on the lead at

the end of God Hammer, I thought this might be an "independent" book that could be read as a

stand along but I don't think so.

A solid story and another good installment from an author who has certainly perfected his craft.I

rarely give five stars because as a true rank user knows most of the five stars are simply fan boys

and girls. That said, this book will please both the established audience of this series and those new

to this authors work. This book widens the field and is told from the point of view of Stacy, the

beautiful Werewolf introduced long ago in the Chris-centered books. It is also a linear follow on to

the previous stories and does continue development of themes began in those books so... fans of

the overall story should consider this a "must read" The new character "Omega" demands that the

reader stop and think of the implications. These are potentially endless and could have become a

story spoiler but Conroe does a wonderful job of "limiting the damage" of such a possibility.My

previous faults with Conroe's writing are diminished in this novel. He has kept the point of view

mainly on one character so the story is not disjointed nor laced with uninteresting scenes.

"Character rehash" is also kept to a minimum in this book. This is where the story spends

paragraphs telling about the history and powers of the characters... sometimes over and over in

previous books. In this book, there is a bit of that but because of the potential of this branch of the

story attracting new readers it is probably justified and warranted. An urban fantasy book told from

the point of view of a beautiful female werewolf falling in love with an uber-powerful warlock? Of

course it could bring in new readers. Beware though that the romance aspect is muted compared to

similar novels in the genre.I read a ton of Urban Fantasy.
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